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‘Head’lines (Miss Lisa Roberts, Headteacher)
It’s been a lovely sunny week; children are now enjoying break and lunchtimes on the field where they
have a much larger zone to play in. It feels like summer is finally on it’s way…
This week I carried out learning walks across the school as part of our termly monitoring cycle. It was
really good to see children engaged and motivated from the very youngest pupils to our eldest. It was
evident children are thankful to be back in school learning alongside their friends and face to face with
their teachers.
I noted a high level of challenge in both Maths and English lessons that I observed and children
demonstrating extremely positive learning behaviours. Teachers continue to work incredibly hard to plug
gaps and cover new learning; all whilst ensuring there is an appropriate consolidation of previous
learning wherever it is needed.
Next week I will be doing a book scrutiny and talking to pupils about their learning to get their thoughts
and feelings about lockdown, their return to school and how they feel they are doing with regard to their
academic progress.
Miss Pratchett and Mrs Thompson will also be carrying out learning walks and looking at progress in
books next week.
I just wanted to provide a little clarification about homework:
Homework (Y1-6) is sent out on a Monday and due in on a Thursday. The weekly homework largely
consists of learning spellings/sounds, times tables and daily reading. There is also an optional task
linked to current learning in class.
For consistency, as of next week, all teachers will put the homework instructions in both children’s books
and on Google Classroom. Specific spelling patterns and times tables will be stuck in or written in
books. The optional task will be uploaded to Google Classroom on Mondays.
Finally, last term we told you that welly boot storage had been ordered. You may have noticed the
storage units are now outside of classrooms. Please make sure your child has their wellies in school
every day – for Forest School activities. If you want to take them home each evening, then please feel
free to take them from the welly units and pop them back the following day.
Thank you – have a good weekend 

Sandridge 10K – 12th September 2021
After last year’s highly successful event, entry to the family fun run
and 10k for this September is NOW OPEN!
This year we will be taking on a Covid-proof new look, and the event will see runners starting
and finishing in the village to complete a GPS tracked audio guided route through the beautiful
countryside surrounding Sandridge. All info is on the website:
https://sandridge10k.co.uk/
Class Photographs
Class photographs will take place next Tuesday 27th April.
Please ensure children are smartly dressed and in correct school uniform.
Those children who have PE on Tuesdays will need to bring PE kit to school with
them to change into.

Year 6
Over the last few weeks in Science, we have been investigating whether the size of a shadow
changes when objects are moved at different distances away from a light source. We decided
that drawing a table before the experiment and then presenting data in line graphs would show
us the results clearly and it would be an effective recording method. We then concluded our
results. Most of the groups' results were similar, with the shadow decreasing in size the further
away it got from the light source, but some groups had some anomalies.

Year 5
In Year 5 this week, we had a brilliant tennis lesson on Tuesday practising our accuracy and
serving skills. Photos are courtesy of William, who managed to get some fantastic action shots
of the children doing their overhead serves.
We continued the photography theme on Thursday for our Forest Schools activity and went
onto the field to try to capture plants at different stages of the life cycle. We definitely have
some budding photographers in the class – as Mehde put it, "I think I could get photographer
of the year with this one!"

Year 4
Our Roman topic is fully underway and we have been using our History skills to put some key
dates and events in order on a timeline. If you happen to pass by our classroom, you might be
forgiven for thinking you have been transported back to ancient Rome as our book corner has
magically transformed into the Colosseum (prepare for some gladiatorial book reading). We
have carried out some planning for extended writing and carried on with our work on
explanations (we can explain how a mechanical rhinoceros works if you ever need to know)!
Outdoor learning this week featured the challenge of building the tallest stick tower – excellent
cooperative teamwork abounded. In art, work continued on our still life pieces.

Year 3
Lots of our learning this week has been around our Stone Age to Iron Age topic.
In outdoor learning, we became architects. We
had to go onto the field and use stones, sticks,
leaves and anything else we could find to build
our own Stone Age houses. We aren't sure
how many would have protected us from
predators and the weather though!

In English, we used drama to help us
plan our adventure story. We acted out
different activities we could do if we
were in the Stone Age, making fires,
hunting animals, fishing, making tools,
clothes and tents.

Then in history, we looked at
a timeline of the period and we
created a human timeline on the
playground before coming inside
and making our own timelines.

Year 2
In extended writing this week, we looked at this picture of an underwater scene. We imagined
that we were in the ocean and thought of what we could see, hear, taste, smell and feel. We
used adjectives and expanded noun phrases to describe our senses.

Albert – “As I dived down I saw some microscopic fish scattering around trying to find their
home”.
Andrew – “As I was eating my plankton, I saw a clever shark pass by”.
Arisha – “I saw a great white shark with long, sharp teeth’.
Sayfoddine – “I saw a whale playing in the sea, splashing with his friends”.
Reagan – “I heard the sound of sharks’ snapping teeth getting closer so I swam deeper into
the dangerous ocean”.
Charlie – “I was the biggest whale in the ocean and I loved living here”.
Year 1
This half term, Year 1 have been learning all about materials in Science. In our lessons, we have
learnt about the different materials and their properties, and the difference between an object and a
material that it is made from. Yesterday, we received a letter from Paddington Bear! It said, 'Dear Year
1, I am in London but I do not have a suitable coat to wear for when it rains. Please could you
recommend the best material for my new coat? Love, Paddington.' We knew that because of the
unpredictable English weather, his new coat must be waterproof! We then used what we have learnt to
predict which material would be the most waterproof.
Eve said, "I think fabric will be the most suitable material because my coat is made from fabric and I
don't get wet when I wear it. The water doesn't go through."
Sam said, "I predict the most waterproof material will be metal because it is hard wearing."
Oliver said, "I think it should be made out of metal because the water will just run off. It won't absorb!"
To make it a fair test, we tested these materials on a teddy (as it's the closest to Paddington's fur!) and
found that metal (tin foil) and plastic (bubble wrap) were the waterproof materials!
Sadie said, "That's interesting because although the teddy didn't get too wet, the fabric just absorbed
all of the water so it's definitely not waterproof!

Early Years
This week we have been enjoying stories about dragons, especially
‘George and the Dragon’ by Chris Wormall, about a dragon who was afraid
of a mouse who happened to be called George!
On Monday, Reception children and some afternoon Nursery children looked closely at dragons and
worked in partners, or by themselves to create junk model dragons.

On Tuesday, we all listened to the story of George and the Dragon and talked about what we know
about dragons: Stephanie said: “They fly, they breathe out fire, they swish their tails and they have
fiery eyes! Faris said that they have “sharp teeth”. Artie said “they lay eggs”
Gigi said “they have fish to eat”. Casper said that they have a ‘squishy tail”
Spencer said: “they have claws”. Matty said that they “have smoke coming out of their nose.”
We all drew dragons and older children labelled them and decided whether they were friendly or fierce.
Some of us named our dragons - Imogen’s dragon was called Rosetta, Harry’s was called Bart and
Sara’s was called Rosie Posie!

On Wednesday we all thought about the story of St. George and the Dragon and how it would be St.
Georges Day on Friday and how St. George is the patron saint of England. Older children thought
about the story/legend of St. George and why he is special to England and special days that we have.
We all watched CBeebies ‘Let’s Celebrate’ about St. Georges Day
(ahttps://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/lets-celebrate-st-georges-day) and looked closely at a
globe/atlases/map of the British Isles/United Kingdom to see where England was and where we live.
Then children labelled maps of the British Isles and thought about where Sandridge/St. Albans was.
Nursery children acted out some of the St. George and the Dragon story and dressed up. They also
sang the song we learnt last week ‘There was a Princess long ago’ but replaced some of the words to
make it fit with the story about George and the Dragon!
On Thursday and Friday we made flags and shields. What a busy week we have had!

The following children celebrated their birthdays this week:
Sara, Toby C, Ben

Phenomenal Phonics awards
Early Years: Imogen
Year 1: Olivia
Year 2: Courtney

Star Writer awards
Early Years: Harry
Year 1: Orla
Year 2: Albert
Year 3: Michael

Year 4: Alyssa
Year 5: Olivia
Year 6: Anna

REPS Certificates (Respect, Equality, Perseverance, Self-belief)
Persevering with his labelled dragon drawing and making a fabulous dragon model: Artie
Persevering & believing in himself when working through the chilli challenge in maths: Alex
Such fantastic perseverance in sewing this week – you made a lovely bag! Andrew
Showing perseverance during tennis. You kept trying to complete the different skills: Fred
Showing perseverance & self-belief to produce consistently accurate maths work: Cameron
Showing great confidence and self-belief this week in all areas of his learning: Phoenix
Being a kind considerate and respectful member of the class: Aidan

Certificates of Merit
Early Years (Nursery) Superstar Award for knowing so many facts about bees: Gigi
Being so cheerful and helpful this week and praising her friends: Sara
Always being a fantastic listener during carpet time: Amna
Amazing maths skills, using strategies effectively to solve a range of problems: Olivia L
Settling in well this week. You have made lots of friends and been a lovely addition to the
class: Hayley
Making great progress with reading and going up another book band level: Serin
Hard work and attention to detail when designing her Anglo-Saxon brooch: Sophie
Being an incredible shanty man in music yesterday! James P

Sporting Certificates
Fabulous rolling around on the log in our outside area – quite a gymnast! Matilda
Listening to Mr Sinclair’s instructions on how to throw and consistently throwing accurately:
Theo
Showing fantastic upper body strength in PE & climbing the ropes higher than before! Thomas
Showing wonderful control when balancing the ball on the racket: Olivia C
Using the technique demonstrated to throw accurately: Millie
Great effort in tennis and the daily mile this week: Bella
Showing excellent serving skills in tennis this week: Oliver P

